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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
FRANCE - 16th May 2021

R1 - NANCY | 18:50 | EUR €17,000 |  PRIX DES BOUGAINVILLIERS

55 MATTINA FORZA
Broke through for an overdue win last time over 1950m at this track. Back in form and can go
back to back.

33 ART OF FUSION
Good effort when third at Lyon-Parilly over 2400m last start. Some relief with the 2.5kg claim for
an apprentice. Looms as a top hope.

77 AJMANY
Resumed over 2125m and missed the placings when a 8 length sixth at Wissembourg. Fitter
again and rates a strong winning chance to break through.

11 ARCTIC GIRL
Well in the market last but ran well below best when a 15 length 11th over 2650m at
Chateaubriant. Rates highly here and may be worth another chance.

88 SHOWERSOFBLESSING
Handy stayer racing below best including last start at Chantilly All Weather over 1900m on May
7 when in the market. Rates highly here though and expected to improve sharply.

R2 - LONGCHAMP | 19:23 | EUR €80,000 |  PRIX DE SAINT-GEORGES

22 SESTILIO JET
Returned from a spell last start when third beaten 2.75 lengths at Chantilly on April 26 over
1200m. Rates as being one of the main contenders.

77 AIR DE VALSE
Five-year-old mare who drops in journey since latest effort at Chantilly when fourth, finishing 2.75
lengths off the winner. Leading contender.

66 TERTIUS
Resumed in ideal fashion last start winning at Fontainebleau on March 30 over 1100m. One of
the leading hopes here.

33 BERNEUIL
Racing well in its seven career starts. Last start posted a 1.5 lengths win over 1000m at Chantilly.
Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

44 BATWAN
Finished mid eld but beaten only 1.75 lengths when fourth over 1100m at Fontainebleau. Has
ability and shouldn’t be far away.

R3 - LONGCHAMP | 19:58 | EUR €48,000 |  PRIX MAURICE ZILBER - FONDS EUROPEEN DE L'ELEVAGE

55 TROPBEAU
Four-year-old lly who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey. Better than
the last run suggests – watch for sharp improvement.

33 SPEAK OF THE DEVIL Resumes in this after seven months off. Has a good record resuming. Can take this.

11 QUEEN OF LOVE
Racing well in its four career starts. Last start posted a 2.5 lengths second over 1200m at
Chantilly. Rates highly in this and expected to go close.

44 SAGAMIYRA
Four time winner tter for one run back after a 1.3 lengths win over 1600m at Saint Cloud. Good
winning strike rate and looks one of the hopes.

22 ALPEN ROSE
Freshened and has had a change of rider after she was well held last time when ninth over
1600m in the G3 Prix Edmond Blanc at Saint Cloud. Can bounce back today and rates an each
way chance.

R4 - LONGCHAMP | 20:33 | EUR €55,000 |  PRIX DE LA SEINE

44 NATSUKASHI
Promising lly who made debut with an impressive 8 lengths win over 2400m at Chantilly.
Excellent debut and rates a top chance.

33 BURGARITA Made a pleasing start to her career, scoring a debut win at this track. Sets the standard here.

77 ADHAFERA
After a sound debut got off the mark with a maiden win over 2000m at Chantilly. Form sound
and rates a top chance.

1010 URBANIA
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at Fontainebleau over 2200m, and faces a
rise in class this start. Can run into a place.

88 ROMAN BAMB
Racing well in its ve career starts. Last start posted a long neck third over 1800m at this track.
Rates well and is among the chances.
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R5 - LONGCHAMP | 21:15 | EUR €70,000 |  GRAND HANDICAP DU BOIS DE BOULOGNE

44 SAVOIR AIMER
Five-year-old entire who drops in distance since last start at Lyon-Parilly when second, nishing 3
lengths off the winner. Leading contender.

1616 KOURKING
Followed up some recent good results with a last start win at this track. Should be competitive
this start, looks well placed.

99 SAN VALENTINA
Placed third last time out over 1600m at Nantes and should be ready to show best now at third
run in. Much better effort last time and further improvement is anticipated.

77 GOYA SENORA
Freshened for this after disappointing latest, nishing sixth 37 day ago at Fontainebleau. Key
chance on best and expected to atone for last run.

66 ROC ANGEL
Has been a long time since a win but not far away, the latest when 3 lengths second at
Fontainebleau. Close to breaking through and rates highly.

R6 - LONGCHAMP | 21:50 | EUR €600,000 |  EMIRATES POULE D'ESSAI DES POULAINS

99 SEALIWAY
First run back from a spell was at this track when runner up over 1600m on April 18. Winning
chance.

22 POETIC FLARE
Going well lately, the latest a nose win over 1609m at Newmarket (Rowley). Honest type with four
wins to his name already. Has ability and looks one of the leading chances.

11 BREIZH EAGLE
Won three of three career runs to date, scoring at his latest attempt over 1600m at this track. Has
the ability and expected to run well.

77 POLICY OF TRUTH
Three-year-old colt who won last time at this distance, winning by half a length at this track.
Rates highly and on top record at this trip should prove hard to beat.

66 PARCHEMIN
Finished mid eld last start at this track when resuming and Mickael Barzalona has had success
aboard previously. Each-way chance on the back of a fair run most recently.

R7 - LONGCHAMP | 22:25 | EUR €500,000 |  EMIRATES POULE D'ESSAI DES POULICHES

77 PHILOMENE
Lightly raced and rises in grade after a comfortable win on resuming where she looked to have
plenty more to give. Won at this trip previously. Big chance of taking the step up here again.

55 MOTHER EARTH
Finished second two starts back before a good win at Newmarket (Rowley) last start. Should be
competitive this start, looks well placed.

1212 KING'S HARLEQUIN Finished a close third at this track over 1600m last start. Improver. Top Hope.

33 LULLABY MOON
Resuming today after a successful debut campaign scoring four from six starts. Rates highly
today.

1313 MISS AMULET
Resumes after a seven month break. Form last preparation was very good, winning three times.
Likely to be shy of her best first up but still rates as a leading contender.


